#MAS5 normalization
#========================================================== #Input parameters: # folder: the folder containing the .CEL files # probelist: list of probesets to use in the final output: "22277probeset.txt" #trans: (optional) if trans=T then the output will be transposed #output: mas5results.txt: normalized expression table for the 22277 probe set #========================================================== mas5_sztup_simpleaffy = function(folder, probelist,trans=NULL){ library(affy) library(simpleaffy) setwd(folder) affylista <-read.table(probelist, row.names=1) files <-list.celfiles(path=folder,full.names=FALSE) results3 <-matrix(NA,dim(affylista) [1] ,length(files), dimnames = list(row.names(affylista), paste("name", 1:length(files)))) for (i in 1:length(files)){ cel <-files[i] ezaminta_gsm_hosszu <-unlist(strsplit(cel, "\\.")) ezaminta_gsm <-unlist(strsplit(ezaminta_gsm_hosszu, "\\-")) ezaminta_gsm <-unlist(strsplit(ezaminta_gsm, "\\_")) rawdata <-ReadAffy(filenames=cel) if(rawdata@annotation=="hgu133a" | rawdata@annotation=="hgu133plus2" | rawdata@annotation=="hgu133a2"){ mas <-justMAS(rawdata,tgt=500,scale=TRUE) norm <-2^exprs ( ) = c("affyid","gene.symbol","gene.index", "RP/Rsum", "FC:(class1/class2)", "pfp", "P.value") cat("Table1: Genes called significant under class1 < class2", "\n\n") } else { cat("No genes called significant under class1 < class2", "\n\n") Out. colnames(Out.table.downin2) = c("affyid","gene.symbol","gene.index", "RP/Rsum", "FC:(class1/class2)", "pfp", "P.value") cat("Table2: Genes called significant under class1 > class2", "\n\n") } else { cat("No genes called significant under class1 > class2", "\n\n") Out.table.downin2 = NULL } list(Table1 = Out.table.upin2, Table2 = Out.table.downin2) } memory.limit(size = 2040) setwd("c:/Users/sztup/Documents/tar") library(RankProd) library(annaffy) t<-read.csv(file="tarter_expr45.csv", sep=";", header=T, row.names=1) q<-read.csv(file="sens1.csv", sep=";", header=F) ql<-as.vector(q[1,], mode="numeric") t2<-t[,c(ql!=2)] ql2<-ql[c(ql!=2)] RP.out<-RP(t2, ql2, logged=F, rand=123) proszt<-topGenesztup2(RP.out, num.gene=200, gene.names=row.names(t2)) write.table(proszt, file="lista200.csv", sep=";", row.names=F, col.names=T, quote=F, append=T) ql<-as.vector(q[2,], mode="numeric") t2<-t[,c(ql!=2)] ql2<-ql[c(ql!=2)] RP.out<-RP(t2, ql2, logged=F, rand=123)
